
Legal Disclaimer: MetaFlora
Announcements and Information

Regulatory Compliance Statement

MetaFlora is steadfast in its commitment to upholding rigorous regulatory compliance
standards, integral to our operational framework. In recognition of the inquiries stemming from
our innovative approach, we aim to provide clarity on our unwavering dedication to regulatory
adherence, particularly regarding the absence of features such as native staking and
restrictions on discussions related to price speculation in our official channels.

Outlined below are key points that underscore our dedication to regulatory compliance,
illustrating our proactive and responsible approach to navigating the dynamic regulatory
landscape:

1. No Token Sale or ICO: MetaFlora refrains from conducting token sales or initial coin
offerings (ICOs) for its tokens.

2. No Facilitating Speculation: Discussions related to speculation or "price chat" are
strictly prohibited in any of our official channels.

3. Limited Token Holdings: MetaFlora does not maintain a significant percentage of
tokens with the expectation of increasing their value.

4. No Staking Program: MetaFlora does not offer a staking program for its tokens.

5. No Promised Returns: MetaFlora tokens are intended solely for use within the
MetaFlora ecosystem, and the platform does not promise any form of financial return.

6. No Direct Trading of MetaFlora Tokens: MetaFlora does not facilitate the direct
trading of MetaFlora tokens.

7. No Custodial Control: MetaFlora does not hold or control users' tokens, ensuring
that users maintain full control over their MetaFlora tokens.

8. No Crypto Asset Marketplace: MetaFlora does not provide a marketplace for trading
crypto assets or act as a settlement service for customers.

9. Collaborative Development: Acknowledging its reliance on a network of developers,
MetaFlora emphasizes its role as a curator rather than asserting exclusive authority over the
project.

Please be advised that all announcements, descriptions, and information released by MetaFlora,
including but not limited to statements regarding features, functionalities, and utilities, are
subject to change without notice. We reserve the right to modify, update, or alter any aspect of
our platform as deemed necessary for the growth and compliance of MetaFlora.

The information provided in our communications, whether written or verbal, is for informational
purposes only and does not constitute legal, financial, or professional advice. Users and
community members are encouraged to conduct their own research and seek professional
advice when necessary.

MetaFlora, including its associated entities, directors, employees, and affiliates, shall not be held
liable for any inaccuracies, incompleteness, or omissions in the information provided. We do not



make any representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied, about the accuracy,
reliability, or suitability of the information contained in our communications.

All functions and utilities provided by MetaFlora must be used in compliance with applicable
laws and regulations. Users are responsible for ensuring that their use of the MetaFlora platform
adheres to the legal requirements of their jurisdiction.

MetaFlora disclaims any liability for any loss or damage, including but not limited to direct,
indirect, incidental, special, or consequential loss or damages, in connection with the use of our
platform, services, or information.

By engaging with MetaFlora, users and community members acknowledge and accept the
terms of this legal disclaimer. We reserve the right to update or revise this disclaimer at any time
without prior notice.


